Abstract
Introduction

23
The environment affects population dynamics through complex effects on demographic rates 24 such as survival and reproduction (Ozgul et al., 2010; Paniw et al., 2018) . These ecological 25 processes are, in turn, mediated by differential responses of phenotypes to environmental drivers; 26 and the evolutionary mechanisms underlying such responses can themselves be altered by 27 ecological processes, creating eco-evolutionary feedbacks (Schoener, 2011; Johnston et al., 28 2013; Lowe et al., 2017) . With the realization that evolution can occur rapidly, on the time scale 29 of ecological processes (Schoener, 2011; Ellner, 2013) , and that eco-evolutionary feedbacks can To assess simultaneously occurring, complex feedbacks of ecology (environmental 34 variation and demography) and evolution (changes in static and dynamic traits), population 35 ecologists require (i) individual-level data on traits; (ii) information on transmission, or 36 inheritance, of the traits; (iii) a demographic model that describes demographic rates and 37 transitions as functions of these traits; (iv) a flexible modeling framework that assesses 38 population dynamics from the demographic model and can integrate environmental (e.g., 39 climate, flooding, or disease outbreaks) and intrinsic (e.g., population density) factors (Rees & 
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The demographic rates are then incorporated into a projection kernel , 57 describing, to follow the example above, the probability of z-sized individuals to transition to 58 size z' within one discrete time step. A full K consists of two subkernels:
where describes the probability of a z-sized individual to survive and, conditional on 61 survival, grow to z', and describes the probability of a z-sized individual to produce 62 offspring with a z' size distribution ( Fig. 1 ; Table 1 ). As the subkernels P and F describe a 63 continuous density distribution of z, integration is required to obtain z' at t+1. To achieve this 64 integration, a midpoint rule is typically applied, which discretizes the kernels into bins over a effects, selection differentials, and heritability (Fig. 1b) . For example, the Price equation (Price, of the parameters in demographic-rate functions (Fig. 2b) . harshness (Kéfi et al., 2008) . However, spatially explicit IPMs are scarce (Merow et al., 2014b) 250 and ones incorporating evolutionary mechanisms do not exist to my knowledge.
251
Individual heterogeneity
252
The focus on one phenotypic trait, typically body mass, in eco-evolutionary IPMs received some 253 critique as the growth (or trait transition) functions of IPMs (G in Fig. 1 
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One evident expansion of the eco-evolutionary IPM framework is to incorporate age 
